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The Era sideboard combines oak and wrapped cotton braid.

The Era sideboard is the first piece of collaborative work by Tim Evershed and  
Jo Elbourne. By combining their respective talents in woodwork and weaving,  
the pair have produced a piece of contemporary furniture from sustainable oak  
and cotton braid that is at once warm, textural, striking and playful, with a clear  
nod to the post-war modern designs that have seen a distinct rise in popularity  
over recent years.

The two began talking after discovering each other’s work on the social media 
platform Instagram and the project evolved over subsequent conversations, having 
cited the woven rattan fronted sideboards made popular by designers such as Hans 
Wegner during the 60’s, as a possible starting point for collaboration.

Tim built the sideboard at his Hampshire studio from select, locally sourced timber 
using traditional tools and cabinet-making techniques, whilst Jo applied her hand-
dyed cotton wrap to the doors at her Margate studio, using the inimitable method  
she has become known for. Jo’s intricate design comprises of layers upon layers  
of braid that intersect each other at angles, resulting in a continous band of colour 
that spans across the two doors and forms a focal point as the doors slide laterally 
across the cabinet. 

This November Tim and Jo will launch the sideboard at the Midcentury Modern Show, 
Dulwich. The sideboard will be in great company as the one-day event promises a mix 
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of original Mid-century collectibles as well as the latest offerings from many of the 
UK’s best emerging designers, all set within the incredibly light and bright Dulwich 
College, with its floor to ceiling windows, concrete buttresses and acoustic wall.

The sideboard will then move from Dulwich College to gallery space 67 York Street 
in Marylebone for the opening of the week long, Kobi and Teal pop up  
shop — a showcase of small design brands, individual makers and contemporary 
artists with a focus on products that are playful yet sophisticated.

Following on from the shows, Tim and Jo will hope to build on the design language 
of the sideboard by working with interior designers, stylists and specifiers to realise 
ambitious bespoke interior projects, installations and stand-alone pieces.  

“The project was an opportunity to indulge my love for traditional craftsmanship  
as well as my interest in modern design. Jo’s work was perfect for the project, with 
its clear reference to Danish cord weaving found on many of my favourite chairs,  
but more importantly, the sharp observations on modernist form that are embedded 
in the composition of her work” — Tim Evershed

For high-res images and further information about the project, please contact  
Tim Evershed at info@brook–studio.co.uk or +44 (0) 7926–351–624
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About Tim Evershed
www.brook-studio.co.uk | @brook_studio
Tim, a Southampton based designer and cabinet maker who is known for his 
quiet, considered design, use of natural material and emphasis on traditional craft 
techniques, recently set up his studio ‘Brook Studio’ after completing the Crafts 
Council’s respected Hot House programme, a business course that is catered to the 
needs of emerging talent within the craft world.  He has since sold work through 
Benchmark Furniture, Messums Wiltshire and Yorkshire Sculpture Park, whilst 
developing his made-to-order furniture collection and working on a wide range  
of bespoke projects. 

About Jo Elbourne 
www.jorobynelbourne.com | @j.elbourne
Jo, an artist based at Resort Studios Margate, explores the seemingly simple act of 
wrapping string and cord in one direction against another. The work, which began 
with a modern take on the traditional craft of seat-weaving, has evolved into a  
distinctive layered technique which she applies to both functional and non-functional 
pieces, including door panels, room screens, framed artworks and decorative 
furniture.  Since winning the Elle Decoration British Design Award for Craft in  
2017 Jo has garnered a varied client list working with interior designers, stylists and 
private collectors on a variety of commissions.
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